Abstract
The presentation will focus on the unique qualifications that Keith Williams will bring to the BSWIS program at NJIT and his vision for the BSWIS program. The presentation consists of an overview of Keith’s professional and educational qualifications, an overview of opportunities for BSWIS graduates, and an overview of concepts, tools, and personal traits that students must develop while completing their BSWIS degree.

Bio
Keith Williams is a professional educator and technology practitioner with a unique perspective on technology that has been informed by over thirty years of technology experience. Growing up during the personal computer and Internet revolution with a father that worked in enterprise computing provided hands on access to a variety of technologies such as some of the first personal computers, mainframe systems, and the Internet. Keith graduate from Indiana University of Pennsylvania with a degree in Business Information Systems and then went on to complete a masters in Instructional Technology at Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania. Currently, Keith teaches Web and Mobile focused courses as an adjunct at New Jersey Institute of Technology, works full-time as an Instructional Designer, and has a part-time consulting business that specializes in online community websites (300-400 users), data driven web applications, and educational consulting.